A Few Minutes with the Boss
By: Joseph Andalina

Giggle, snort, smirk
It’s a wonderful political campaign for president, is it not?
We have a raving socialist and an unlikeable lady who is an institution for being on the public
dole — literally making millions off the public and businesses. Then we have the Libya
Benghazi issue and the fact that she can’t tell the truth.
On the other color is a bombastic blowhard billionaire who is going to make Christmas great
again, among other topics. Ever notice how he never talks policy? He is scary.
We have a governor of Ohio who seems like a smart fellow. Problem is he is so anti-union that
no self-respecting union person could ever vote for him.
And then there is Ted Cruz from Texas. He of the staccato speeches — starts, stops, starts,
pauses, and says little. A pretty slick politician if I ever heard one. He truly creeps out my
cheese!
Then to top off the works here, some reporter found that during Cruz’s time as an solicitor
general in Texas (whatever that is), Mr. Cruz defended a law criminalizing the sale of adult
sexual devices. (This is where the giggle, snort, and smirk come in.)
A brief he co-authored compared the use of sex toys to “being a willing prostitute” and that it is
an advertisement for the promotion of prostitution.
The filing also reportedly declared “There is no substantive due process right to stimulate one’s
genitals for non-medical purposes unrelated to procreation or outside of an interpersonal
relationship.” Only a Republican would ever remotely say something like that with a straight
face.
So obviously Mr. Cruz was recently asked in a radio interview if he would ban the sale of sexual
toys, dildos, or other stuff that sexually stimulates you. Mr. Cruz answered that he wouldn’t do
that and what folks do with their own time or with themselves is not the government’s business.
Thank goodness, the peddlers of smut — sex store brick and mortar shops or on-line — can sleep
easier now, knowing that they won’t be standing in a soup line with their, er, uh, stuff hanging all
out there.
Yes, this election is turning into a laugher. Where is Dr. Ben Carson when we need him?
Vita é bella

